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White Hats Feud Over Sluggishness of Deep State Arrests 
 By Michael Baxter  (Nick Fleming released this article too on 6/1/2022) 
 - 
May 30, 2022 

 

The leisurely speed at which Deep State arrests have been taking 
place has begun to sow discord among the White Hat commanders 
responsible for bringing to justice the traitors and pedophiles who for 
decades have wrought havoc on the American people, according to 
multiple White Hat sources in the military community. 

An adjunct in Gen. David H. Berger’s office told Real Raw News that at 
least two of the general’s colleagues have bemoaned the sluggish pace, 
calling upon Gen. Berger to formulate a new plan of action to hasten the 
demise of Deep State criminals. 

https://realrawnews.com/author/kilo-charlie/


“There was a meeting last week, and a couple of Gen. Berger’s key allies 
didn’t hide their frustration about the slowness of nabbing and grabbing 
Deep Staters who’ve been at-large far too long,” our source said. 

The most vocal was U.S. Army Major Gen. Richard E. Angle, commander 
of the 1st Special Forces Group. A constitutionalist and supporter of 
President Donald J. Trump, Gen. Angle earned his commission in 1991, 
fought in Bosnia and Kosovo, and commanded troops in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. In the aftermath of the 2020 stolen election, he vowed to 
support Gen. Berger and the U.S. Navy Judge Advocate General’s Corps 
mission to restore order to America. His input, our source said, was 
instrumental in the arrests of Hunter Biden, Hillary Clinton, and George 
W. Bush. 

But the current velocity of Deep State apprehensions, or lack thereof, has 
obviously imbued in Gen. Angle feelings of ambivalence toward the overall 
success of the mission. 

“While we’re sitting on our hands, the U.S. is rapidly becoming the United 
States of Venezuela. Every day, right now, thousands and thousands of 
Americans are pushed into poverty. No, we’re not the cause, but we have a 
responsibility to stop it. We vowed to. And what are we doing? Pursuing an 
arrest here, a capture there. We move like sloths, and it’s hindering instead 
of helping the cause,” Gen. Engle told Gen. Berger. 

When Gen. Berger solicited suggestions, Gen. Angle had the answer at his 
fingertips. 

“Mass arrests, without delay or hesitation,” Gen. Angle went on. “Cherry-
picking doesn’t work. We single out a person and they cover it up with 
technology, cosmetics, and lookalikes. If 50 Senators and 200 
Representatives disappear overnight, they won’t know what hit them, and 
they won’t have time to react. The time for inaction must be over, or this is 
all for naught.” 



His impassioned soliloquy drew praise from Adm. Eric T. Olson, U.S. 
Navy, retired. Although no longer active-duty, Adm. Olson, whose 
distinguished military career spanned 38 years, has been an advisor to 
active-duty White Hat Commanders. Adm. Olson, 70, has seen the United 
States tumble from greatness into a country ruled by despots and illegal 
regimes. 

“With respect, Gen. Berger, Americans, real Americans, have grown 
impatient. We’ve been listless, lethargic, and almost catatonic in 
solving this dilemma. At this moment in time, 725 patriots present at 
the Capitol on Jan 6 are unlawfully sitting in jail. This is 
unacceptable. You’re sitting on 234 closed cases of Deep Staters yet 
to be arrested, 400 active cases, and several thousand pending 
investigations,” Adm. Olson said. 

A third proponent for mass arrests chimed in. Col. J.D. Keirsey of the 
75th Ranger Regiment, Fort Benning, said he had 2,500 troops 
standing ready to arrest traitors. He went as far as to impugn JAG’s 
credibility, saying that Vice Adm. Darse E. Crandall and his staff were 
prosecuting select “high value targets” but absolutely ignoring Deep State 
underlings who are equally complicit in the destruction of America’s 
society. 

“We’ve taken an oath, sir, to protect America against all enemies, foreign 
and domestic. The Insurrection Act allows us to operate with impunity, 
and we haven’t availed ourselves of that privilege. There’s no time left for 
indecisiveness; that threshold is gone. We’re in tailspin, and our efforts, and 
God knows they are just, have had an insignificant impact on the Deep 
State’s takeover of society,” Col. Keirsey said. 

General David H. Berger, however, had a counter argument. The military, 
he said, needed implicit and overt support from the true Commander-in-
Chief, Donald J. Trump, before White Hats could even fathom 
simultaneously arresting a broad swath of Congress. 



“These are nice thoughts, gentlemen, but unless President Trump, and his 
civilian loyalists, stops stalling and takes the podium to tell this nation 
what’s really going on—well, your ideas, though noble, would be 
catastrophic. I’ve spoken to him several times, recommended he stop 
pussyfooting. Yes, the Insurrection Act, which he signed, gives us 
authority, but can you imagine the ramifications of 200 or more 
Congressmen simply vanishing overnight? Half the country would be 
happy, sure, but the other half would be screaming. It could incite a second 
Civil War, and the last thing we want is blood on the streets,” Gen. Berger 
said. 

Trump must tell Americans at his frequent rallies that he is still the lawful 
president. Trump’s ambiguous language, Gen. Berger insisted, damaged not 
only his reputation but also the reputations of those working on his behalf. 

“On one hand, Trump says Biden stole the election; on the other hand, 
he’s referring to Biden as President Biden. Every time Trump calls Biden 
President Biden, it makes our job more difficult,” Gen. Berger said. 

Our source said the meeting ended peacefully but without a solution, with 
the White Hat commanders agreeing to meet again after Memorial Day 
weekend.________________________________________________________ 

Nick Fleming DoD Video Notes 5/27/2022 

 Still waiting no Resolution for Iraq to R/V the Dinar, they have 
permission to go first, they are thinking about going it alone, but 
Vietnam may go with them. Overall, no news, says Nick 

All currencies are ISO 200022 compliant. Some say the Banks are 
ready to give the New USN note on 6/1/2022.  (This is from the 
banks) But everything is calm now 

The QFS is in total control. Know that NO one or any group can 
stop this from going in the world, the QFS and the A.I. choose the 



time, for the R/V GCR with the 300 or more qualifying points, like 
NO wars, that kind of thing.  

The Fake Biden Administration is trying to start a war, they will be 
unsuccessful.  GESARA/NESARA cannot not happen with a war, 
undeclared or declared in the world. 

There appears to be a peaceful agreement between China and 
Taiwan.  

We here hearing a lot of noise, Biden being removed, Steve Bannon 
saying that Biden will be impeached after the election in November; 
a lot to confuse people. 

Zorra with Dr. Tom on call for the R/V GCR 5/28/2022 

 No one knows when the R/V GCR will happen. It is very quiet 
out there. Many outlets have been shut-down on information. All 
items are done, ready for the final part, the trigger of R/V GCR. Dr. 
Tom thinks we are there, the time is now, or very soon. There are a 
few last countries getting connected to the QFS, and some are 
signing agreements to be on the new system. It will come when it is 
ready 

Mass Arrests and the Shift is Coming, it is the “Fall of the Cabal”. 

Dark forces are showing their hand.  

Dr. Tom is going to be allowed to go into a Med-Bed center to see, a 
very protected area by special forces. These Med-Beds were taken of 
the Military Space Ships.  

Zorra—The Weather worldwide is affected by our thoughts, 
droughts and too much rains. Need to have good and positive 



thoughts. Call on rains if you need water, call on mild storms, gentle 
rains in your prayers and meditations.  

The same goes for the R/V GCR, we must be positive and even 
think it has already happened.  The Blessings are here!! Some have 
exchanged 

Must Say: and State: I am Calm, I am Patient, I will think in terms it 
has already happened!! God Loves Me and All people, count from 5 
to 1 and then Say “So It Is”. 
_______________________________________________________ 
The Telosians: When Will It Stop? Excerpt: 

 “Your life right now is very disturbed in every sense, both 
outside of you and within you. 

When will it stop? think you often. 
We will tell you that there will still be, during a few months of your 
earthly time, events that will destabilize you, we have already talked 
about it. But these events will put your consciences to good use 
because you will ask yourself more and more questions about what is 
happening, about what your rulers are telling you and about your 
freedom. 

FREEDOM! Dear Freedom in the heart of each of you! Freedom will 
be further reduced for some time but, suddenly, it will present itself 
to you with great happiness. What do we mean by FREEDOM?” 

Hatonn: Great Wealth of The Lightworkers Excerpts 
 

“Take, for instance, the great wealth that is stored up for the 
Lightworkers at this ending time. Most people believe that that 
statement meant money and great wealth. Read 50, the end of 
chapter one, pages 11 and 12 entitled “Unlearning the 
False.” http://www.fourwinds10.com/journals/pdf/J050.pdf 

http://www.fourwinds10.com/journals/pdf/J050.pdf


What is the great wealth? It is the pearls of spiritual consciousness 
and the overcoming of death. It is NOT monetary wealth, nor having 
the American Dream of a big house cars, and all materialistic stuff 
that is of this illusion. One must grow spiritually to gain this great 
wealth. I hope you understand that of which I speak.” 

Adama of Telos: Ascension Symptoms Excerpts: 

“The fulfillment of your Divine Purpose and reason for being 
here, is be the physical vessel for your I AM Presence to create 
Heaven on Earth here and to crowd out the darkness with your 
Divine Light.” 

 

Major Shortfalls in the Western 

Medical System 5/28/2022 By Mark 

Baughman (Picture; AMA Symbol (Really, an Illuminati Symbol)) 

 
For good reason, I just want to throw Western Medical System in 

the trash. Over the next few years, that is exactly what we are going to do. 



All of humanity, will progress with the Med-Bed and the Celestial 
Chamber technology. The CDC (Control Disease Center), the FDA (Food 
and Drug Administration), the AMA (American Medical Association, the 
WHO (World Health Organization), and the NIH (National Institutes of 
Health) are wanting to kill, maim, and ruin your health. There are many 
of the three-letter agency that are working against humanity, all created 
by the deep state or illuminati.  

The new technology is proven light and frequency machines that 
can give you complete health with one setting; within an hour or even 
minutes. Here is a lecture from Jared Rand on the New Technology: 
https://youtu.be/g0jynsDJsF4.  This technology has been in use in the 
Earth’s Secret Space Programs for decades. 

The Western Medical System has produced many lies and more lies, 
plus deception along the way. The AMA, FDA, WHO, NIH & CDC is 
part of the New World Order (illuminati) wanting total control over our 
body’s health by law.  Also, the major medical systems are really a money-
making machine, and are brainwashing patients and the physicians to 
their propaganda. This is going to STOP in the coming months and 
years. The whole system has major flaws and I will outline them here, 
with references. They have even influenced the politicians and 
governments worldwide, by major over-reach laws, in violation of the 
Nuremberg Code, and our God given rights, to have our own health 
choices. Basically, by an ongoing onslaught of unlawful and criminal 
acts, to remove freedoms of what we can put in our body and how we can 
make those choices.  

The “State of the Western Medical System”. If the American 
Medicine System was so good, how come the U.S. spends the most 
money compared to any country in the world per GDP, by far. And 
the health care and life-span is one of the worst in the so-called 
modern, and wealthy countries in the world? This statistic is from 
Wikipedia, with references here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_total_health_e
xpenditure_per_capita.  Here is a quote from DMS.gov: “U.S. health 
care spending grew 9.7 percent in 2020, reaching $4.1 trillion or 
$12,530 per person.  As a share of the nation's Gross Domestic 
Product, health spending accounted for 19.7 percent.” The closest 

https://youtu.be/g0jynsDJsF4.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_total_health_expenditure_per_capita
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_total_health_expenditure_per_capita


country for spending per GDP is Austria at 10.1%. I want my money 
back for the care I am receiving in America! 

Also, the average life-span for Americas was about 79 years old 
and peaked in 2016 and now has dropped off to about 78.6 years of 
age since then. In other, modern countries like Japan has the highest 
rate at over 84 years old average life-span, and all other major 
modern countries are rated higher than America by far.  

Clearly, there are many things really corrupt in the American 
Medical System to be that costly - from second highest Austria at 
about 10% to American spending 19.5% of GDP, for 2021 19.5% of 
about 23 trillion is about 4.5 trillion dollars. With the Med-Bed 
technology, total body health can be restored, very quickly, and we 
are going to provide it for free! The money spent on the current 
system is totally “out of line” and clearly has corrupted these 
insurance companies, Big Pharma, hospitals, and physicians for the 
quality of care they are putting out! We will dig deeper into why, as 
we move on.  

Next up, Medical malpractice is the number one or the number 
three killing machine in the U.S. It depends on the study, or how 
they place real causes on the death certificate. This one is according 
to John Hopkins. Here is the link: 
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/study_suggests_
medical_errors_now_third_leading_cause_of_death_in_the_us. Here is a 
quote from John Hopkins in 2016: “Analyzing medical death rate data 
over an eight-year period, Johns Hopkins patient safety experts have 
calculated that more than 250,000 deaths per year are due to medical 
error in the U.S. Another quote is: Then, using hospital admission 
rates from 2013, they extrapolated that based on a total of 35,416,020 
hospitalizations, 251,454 deaths stemmed from a medical error, 
which the researchers say now translates to 9.5 percent of all deaths 
each year in the U.S.” This is close to 10% of the death rates per year 
in the U.S. Now according to Attorney at Law Magazine article in 
June 2020 quote: “During the last several years, Baylor University 
and John Hopkins have reported diagnostic errors as the most 
common and costly type of medical error, impacting more than 12 
million patients each year across the United States. Diagnostic errors 

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/study_suggests_medical_errors_now_third_leading_cause_of_death_in_the_us
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/study_suggests_medical_errors_now_third_leading_cause_of_death_in_the_us


include when doctors fail to diagnose illness or disease in a patient. 
Or when they misdiagnose the patient. When a doctor fails to 
properly diagnose a patient, the patient doesn’t receive the treatment 
they need, resulting in severe illness or death. According to 
Docpanel.com about 12 million people in the U.S. are misdiagnosed 
every year. Of those, up to 20% are of serious conditions, 44% are of 
cancer diagnosis, and 51% are of breast cancer diagnosis. Overall, it 
is report about 60% of diagnosis are correct, according to 
BiomedicalCentral.com.  

Physicians and Hospital are getting kick-backs. We do know 
for sure, the WHO is giving out about $100,000 for each death that is 
labeled Covid-19, since the plandemic has started. We do know the 
physicians have been pressured to use Remdesivir to treat in the 
hospitals, per guidelines from the CDC and Dr. Fauci. With a 
treatment of just 1 to 4 days, where no other drug was suspected, 
reactions were serious in 92% of cases and 4.6% of the patients died.  
This is very costly, about a $1,000 dollars per pill, and can cause 
kidney failure if on this for a few days. Here is the proof: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7907730/.  Many physicians in 
countries all over the world, good physicians in America, they used 
Ivermectin, HCQ or hydrochloraquine, monoclonal antibodies or 
even high doses of Vitamin C to cure Covid-19 without the side 
effects. These therapies have been used in Africa and India with 
some of the lowest infection rates and clearly, deaths. We do know 
Africa has the lowest vaccinated rate at 5%, and one of lowest death 
rates in the world. Israel on the other hand are on their 4th or 5th 
vaccine or booster shot and have the highest death rate per 
population in the world, on Covid-19.  Hospital Administers have 
pressured physicians to use tube-in lung or mechanical ventilators. 
This article shows that 40 to 50% of the patients with severe 
respiratory conditions die while on the ventilators.  This is the article 
on that subject: https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/why-some-doctors-are-

moving-away-ventilators-virus-patients-n1179986.  

There are many kick-backs from Big-Pharma to the Hospitals 
and physicians. Many do this for money: the vaccines have “quotas” 
and the drug prescription rates have “quotas” for kick-backs. I just 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7907730/
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/why-some-doctors-are-moving-away-ventilators-virus-patients-n1179986
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/why-some-doctors-are-moving-away-ventilators-virus-patients-n1179986


want to inform the readers that “this is NOT medicine” if any 
financial incentives are executed! I have a friend from High-School 
and My Uncle were both on 25 prescription drugs at the same-time. 
There is NO way in Hell the physician, that is writing that many 
prescriptions, would know the interactions in the body or the real 
health cost or benefit. They are guessing and more than likely, just in 
it for the money. This is NOT medicine; this is a money-making 
scam! By the way, the Quantum System is monitoring all who receive 
kick-backs and dirty money. In the not too distant future, the world 
will see Nuremburg 2.0 trails for “Crimes against humanity”, even 
for those hospital administrators, physicians and nurses that are just 
in it for the money.  

With the above, forced one-lane fits all type medication, for 
those who come in for Covid-19 in many hospitals, this is NOT 
freedom. This is NOT medical choice by the patients or the 
physicians. This one-lane fits all is just about harming and killing as 
many patients as possible. 

This Covid-19 pandemic was planned and many have patents 
on the viruses. There is no better reference in the world that the 
Covid viruses are patented, and therefore in-lab man-made than 
Lawyer turned major activist, Dr. David Martin from Australia. He 
starts off that the entire Plandemic is a criminal conspiracy to 
“Harm, Maim, and Kill Humans! He has tracked patents for Corona 
viruses since 1999. IBM digitized all patents, in 1999. He has valid 
proof of all he states. The public is being coerced by the Deep State 
Fake MSM, (Main Stream Media) worldwide to believe in the 
plandemic. 

This is a Deep State agenda to take over everyone’s freedom all 
over the world. Dr. Fauci paid University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill to manipulate the coronavirus to basically cause cardiac 
issues, and lung issues, in 2003. For the first time, one year after they 
patented this, the first coronavirus shows up in the world. You draw 
your own conclusions. The CDC patented SARS virus and many 
variations of that genome, in 2003.  This has been a commercial 
operation, and funded by Dr. Fauci. (He is the same as Dr. Death of 
the Nazi’s Dr. Josef Mengele) This is NOT a debate now, it is fact!    



Here is a quote made in 2016 from the bad guys: “We need to 
get the public to accept a vaccine, we need the “media to hype” a 
disease, therefore we can give them the mRNA vaccine”. If you 
think this has anything to do with real “public health”, you need to 
read what the criminals stated. In 2016, the public was resistant to 
get a vaccine, that did not work. Therefore in 2019, their agenda was 
to release a respiratory virus, in order, for the public to accept the 
vaccine. Here is one better, says Dr. Martin; “A Bioweapon by law is 
defined: If you make a device (or virus in this case) derived or 
modified different from nature, and make it more deadly for humans, 
this is called a “Bioweapon”. Their work paid by Dr. Fauci and then 
patented is a Bioweapon, no question about that.  

What is being injected, the experimental mRNA vaccine, is a 
recipe in your body to make a spike protein to replicate the 
coronavirus. Your body is being turned into a weapons factory, says 
Dr. Martin. In the hope it defends your body, against what your body 
made. If the public understood that, they would not line up to 
receive the vaccines or jabs. This is NOT how ANY vaccine worked 
before to protect people: In the past they used a version of the real 
virus to force your body into making a natural immunity.  

The fake MSM is manipulating and coercing the public to get 
the jabs or vaccines. They cover a lie with even a bigger lie, says Dr. 
Martin too. Many hospitals, nurses, and physicians are bulling and 
coercing the patient to get any vaccine. They are doing this right in 
their Doctors offices. Many businesses required it too, in order to 
keep their jobs. This is a criminal act also. The corrupt Deep State 
leaders have pushed on the fake MSM, that the only way back to 
normalcy is for everyone to get the jab. Understand, that the 
ingredients that are required by law, in the box or on the side of the 
bottle, were never published on all the manufactures vaccines. Any 
“experimental” drug or vaccine given to a patient must be clearly 
told it is experimental, or that is against the law and the Nuremburg 
Code too. Punishable by International law. Here is Dr. Martin 
interview: https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/02/dr-
david-martin-exposes-the-entire-plandemic-a-criminal-conspiracy-
to-harm-maim-kill-humans/. 

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/02/dr-david-martin-exposes-the-entire-plandemic-a-criminal-conspiracy-to-harm-maim-kill-humans/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/02/dr-david-martin-exposes-the-entire-plandemic-a-criminal-conspiracy-to-harm-maim-kill-humans/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/02/dr-david-martin-exposes-the-entire-plandemic-a-criminal-conspiracy-to-harm-maim-kill-humans/


In the real world of truth, there is not a Virus, ever, that is a 
Contagion. Understand too, “The Contagion Myth” book by 
Thomas S. Cowan, M.D. and Sally Fallon Morell tells all, and goes 
back to Louis Pasteur, the Father of the “Virus”. Pasteur recanted 
his “Contagion Virus Theory” on his death bed!!! Corrupt Big-
Pharma has successfully created the Vaccine to protect one against 
this Virus which is NOT a contagion. They knew from the get-go on 
Vaccines, as Jared Rand has repeatedly stated, that “Vaccines and 
Hospitals” are used for their “population control agenda”. Virus do 
exist, but they live in the body, and the only way you can “get one” is 
if you are injected with one. This is confirmed by Jared Rand, a past 
member of the U.S. Navy’s Secret Space Programs for thirty years. 
Jared stated that they “Sprayed the Air” with poisons for us to get 
this so-called Covid-19. And one can easily see, snake-venom is a 
poison, that the “in-charge” corrupt leaders have used for thousands 
of years. You can be sprayed on by large “Chem-Trail” airplanes that 
the Deep State run, all over the world. And yes, by vaccines, you can 
put anything you want in it, including a man-made virus, 
synthesized snake venom, harmful chemicals, parasites, and 
basically a   concoction that can cause basically “normal looking 
illnesses that kill”, and this clearly makes this operation not only 
criminal, but even a completely and extremely diabolical act of 
“crimes against humanity”.  

Yes, there is clearly “Snake-Venom” in the vaccines, and Dr. 
Tau Braun has proof, and was submitted in June 2021 to the FBI. 
Here is a summary of a video that has the link below. “It’s been a 
month and a half since we brought Dr. Brian Ardis’s venom theory of 
Covid to the masses with “Watch the Water”. Since then more than 
seven million people have viewed that documentary on Rumble, and 
millions more have watched it through other means. But while Dr. 
Ardis may have popularized the theory, he may not have been the 
first person to think of it. Doctor Tau Braun is a U.S. 
counterterrorism and emergency management advisor and expert. 
He recently drew our attention to a letter he sent to the FBI. We’re 
going to read an excerpt to you right now. Quote: “The Covid 
vaccines are not a viable and safe method to be used to contain and 



end this pandemic. Covid Vaccines rely on the use of the SARS2 
Spike Protein. The Spike Protein is highly toxic and lethal on its own 
(without the viral component), it poses a biological and 
environmental threat that has the potential to lead to a much higher 
death toll than we have already experienced during this pandemic 
The Spike Protein has numerous “fingerprints” pointing to a 
manufactured biological weapon: It can be aerosolized and can 
easily be deployed as a chemical weapon with devastating short term 
and long-term impacts. SARS2 was rapidly labeled a respiratory 
disease. However, my research has revealed that the primary 
destructive mechanism of SARS2 and the S-Protein is an 
envenomation.” The word envenomation is using snake venom, and 
we know for sure, you can make a synthetic version of any snake 
venom. With genome therapy, and manipulation, they can make it 
out, not to “look like a normal snake-bite.” Therefore, those 
physicians that discount the total criminality that what has been 
done in the evil Biolabs to make any concoction they want in the lab, 
are just not realizing what goes on in the illegal and covert Biolabs 
worldwide. My intelligence indicates are over 300 labs in count.  
Putin and the Alliance have taken down these Biolabs, with much 
evidence in the Ukraine. The Ukraine illuminati safe haven and its 
cleanup are very close to being done. The good people of the planet 
do not need any Biological Research that is working against 
humanity or trying to find a way to kill people, even as a military 
weapon. Personally, I am extremely tired of the people on this planet 
being used as an experimental “ant farm” by these evil people. Dr. 
Tau Braun states this vaccine campaign is the largest killing 
program since 9/11. Here is the link to Dr. Tau Braun video. There is 
a venomous peptide in the vaccines, this is very clear, as many 
experts have discovered. There are solutions for this Bioweapon. 
Please do your research.  

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/05/venom-bombshell-counterterrorism-advisor-
warned-fbi-about-bioweapon-in-june-2021/  

First and foremost, from those Physicians and Ph.D.’s that 
oppose this truth: They are not looking at real data or information. 
Now, the letter from Dr. Christiane Northrup M.D. has these 

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/05/venom-bombshell-counterterrorism-advisor-warned-fbi-about-bioweapon-in-june-2021/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/05/venom-bombshell-counterterrorism-advisor-warned-fbi-about-bioweapon-in-june-2021/


conclusions: first to start out, that Dr. Byron Ardis is just a 
Chiropractic physician and is extremely unprofessional and in my 
opinion; clearly childish. He has six pages of links to back up his 
claim, and many other Physicians concluding the same thing.  He 
has great friends and colleagues he is collaborating with.  Just to 
start, you take shots at Dr. Ardis and you have NO scientific 
evidence.  You have never had a “molecular test” done, like on a gas 
chromatography or a mass spectrometry on what is in vaccines, 
Remdesivir or the public water systems. Many physicians are going 
by the old and inaccurate way of symptoms: it is not exactly like a 
snake bite symptom; therefore, it is NOT snake-venom. Opinion is 
NOT truth. This is just saying that it is a “zero” or an “one” like a 
computer, it is snake venom, just like a snake bite or it is not. We do 
not operate in on/off scenarios with a concoction of chemicals 
diabolically placed together, to cover up the real cause, from deep 
research and years, if not decades, of work in these evil Bioweapons 
labs. Dr. Northrup, keep your comments to yourself. Putting him 
down only makes you look like the fraud you appear to be. Why 
discredit someone willing to risk his life. Physicians like you are 
endangering the population to continue on the clear path of status 
quo; of not recognizing the real danger out there with vaccines, 
contamination of poisons or toxins, and saying that the medical 
industry is NOT killing people!  

Also, the symbol of the Rockefeller created AMA (American 

Medical Association) is a two-snakes image. (above) Hell, the real 

symbol of the Catholic Church, that worship Satan is a snake too. 

(below) This is the Popes underground Reptilian Audience Hall in 

Vatican City. All informed people, know that the illuminati uses 

“symbology” as a major way to mock, and say that the population is 

stupid, right in front of our faces. And to NOT use “Snake-Venom in 

these vaccines, chem-trails, and water sources is just not possible, in 

the illuminati symbolism ideology.  

 Another major subject is fraud on research in the medical field. 

according to Science magazine research, retracted research papers 



have increased ten-fold in the last 10 years. Here is just one article 

link on the subject, there are many more:  

https://www.science.org/content/article/what-massive-database-

retracted-papers-reveals-about-science-publishing-s-death-penalty. We do 

know that Chemo therapy is using awful radiation to kill cancer cells, 

because it kills good cells too, and over a time; the total immune 

system as well. The chemo-therapy is just using “sterilized mustard-

gas”; and that is the real truth. Hell, there are many known cancer 

cure therapies out there NOW, and many that Big-Pharma prevented 

from getting on the market. Take Sloan-Kettering Hospital in New 

York; a very big recipient of big donations for cancer research. There 

is more they one book on one of the cures for cancer that was with-

held. The name of the book is “World Without Cancer” by G. 

Edward Griffin. It is a story of a cancer researcher that found B17 or 

Laetrile will cure cancer. He was shamed and scorned, and basically 

his findings and research were modified to be a failure. But this was 

true in the 1970’s. There are laetrile clinics that are in Mexico - 

miracle salvation stations - that were opened by great physicians who 

could not tolerate this injustice. I researched one in Colorado, in the 

last few years. The original researcher Ph.D., Dr Kanematsu Sugiura 

is a hero. Also, Raymond Rife invented the Rife Machine that 

worked on healing by frequencies he discovered on his own. Dr. Rife 

received fourteen major awards and honors for his invention, a hero 

too. But he was prosecuted and scorned out of business in the 1940’s. 

Dr. Rife won the lawsuit against the AMA (American Medical 

Association) but this created financial destruction of his company.  

There are many Rife Machines still being used in America on the 

down-low, from my informants.  

https://www.science.org/content/article/what-massive-database-retracted-papers-reveals-about-science-publishing-s-death-penalty
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Conclusions: Looking at this from history, David Rockefeller 

started the AMA, in 1915, and pushed out all other natural medicine 

remedies, that clearly worked. He did this by creating the Big-

Pharma monster, supporting Universities that only taught the AMA 

ways, pushing out Professors that were against it, and even with laws 

and lawsuits, to protect only “their way or the highway methods”. 

They have even killed Naturopath and Homeopath Physicians over 

the years too. Anything to protect, their money monster and to have 

“total control over America People’s health.” He is no different than 

Bill Gates, just a rich dude that is a part of this very evil illuminati 

and New World Order. They do not care about the individual’s 

health; they want population control. And the 19-foot height Georgia 

Guidestones tell all of their plans; to kill 90 to 95% of the population.  

The vaccines, the AMA, FDA, WHO, NIH, CDC, and the Hospitals 

are all part of this plan. There are many good and great physicians, 

supporting cast, nurses that are in the system, going with their heart; 

Dr Bryan Ardis, Dr. Tau Braun who in 2021 exposing envenomation 



or snake venom in the vaccines, and both are heroes, that 

jeopardized their personal safety by doing so. Another is Dr. Simone 

Gold and the thousands of physicians worldwide agreeing with and 

are a part of what Dr. Simone Gold organized: America’s Front-Line 

Doctors. They have the truth well documented with testimonials at 

their website: AmericasFrontlineDoctors.org.  They are the ones 

telling the truth!  

This Covid-19 is a fear mongered distraction, as the New World 

Order attempts to takes over the planet, and all governments. The 

Public need to get-over the Covid-19 and take back our country. 

Increased consciousness of the People will destroy the fake matrix of 

lies and manipulation. We are going to take back everyone’s health 

on this planet, with the new technologies:  Celestial Chamber and 

the Med-Bed technology. We will no longer have our health be 

damaged by these evil ones. The bad ones are going to be arrested 

and judged by God’s hand herself/himself. The AMA and Western 

Medicine is going to be thrown in the trash! We have to completely 

move to a new system; this is very clear. This is why I have outlined 

the amount of corruption in this article. 

The winner already has been chosen; the People of this Planet. 

We are going to take back our God given rights of true freedom. We 

are going to take back this planet, and no more corruption with the 

help of the new Starlink system, and Quantum Financial System. 

Especially recognize, the help of the mighty Alliance, God, and many 

other entities that are on God’s side and the people’s side.  Let the 

“Golden Age of Gaia” begin!  

HI ALL  (Zap Says) 
THIS MONEYPOX PLANDEMIC IS PRICELESS. I ADMIT THAT I 
AM ACHIMPTOMATIC, AND EVERYBODY AROUND ME WILL 
NOT GET SICK. BUT THE CDC HAS OTHER PLANS AS THEY 
ARE CHANGING THE NARRATIVE FROM COVID NOSE OR 
COVID TOES (VARIANTS) TO MONKEYSHINES (SHINGLES 



AND MONEYPOX) THE DISEASE OF THE MONTH. THIS IS JUST 
TOO FUNNY. PEOPLE IN THE CDC WHO HAVE WOKEN UP TO 
THE COVID BULLSHIT WERE LOOKING AT THIS NEW 
PLANDEMIC SCARE AND SCRATCHING THEIR HEADS (SIGN 
OF INFECTION?). 
CDC Raises Travel Alert for MONKEYPOX 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-raises-travel-alert-for-
MONKEYPOX_4498496.html 
UNFORTUNATELY, WITH THEIR OBSERVATIONS THAT THE 
PICTURES OF MONEYPOX WERE YEARS OLD OF OTHER 
PEOPLE (NOW DEAD) AND DID NOT MATCH THE 
PURPORTED CASE OF MONEYPOX, WERE PROMPTLY FIRED. 
IT IS TRUE THAT THE MONKEYSHINES OF THIS PLANDEMIC 
WILL BLOW UP IN THEIR FACE UNLESS THEY IMMEDIATELY 
COME UP WITH A NEW DISEASE. I STRONGLY SUGGEST 
DEADLY HANGNAIL DISEASE. IT SHOULD HAVE AT LEAST A 
30% MORTALITY RATE, BUT I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT KIND OF 
VACCINE THEY WILL SELL FOR THAT ONE. MAYBE SOME 
NICE GRAPHENE OXIDE MIXED WITH DIESEL OF KEROSENE 
FOR THAT BURNING FEELING THAT THEY WILL TELL YOU IS 
A SIGN OF IT WORKING. 
THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL HAS QUIETLY BEGUN 
FIRING EMPLOYEES WHO WON’T TOE THE AGENCY’S 
MONEYPOX NARRATIVE, A CDC WHISTLEBLOWER TOLD 
REAL RAW NEWS. 
The whistleblower, a tenured research scientist at the National Center for 
Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases (NCEZID,) said that Dr. 
Christopher Braden, the Dept.’s head, has since May 16 terminated a 
tenured virologist and two lab assistants for questioning the veracity of 
current MONEYPOX cases in the United States. The firings, he added, 
occurred within days of the employees questioning whether the CDC was 
artificially amplifying the existence of active MONEYPOX cases for 
political gain. 
“Look, throughout Covid some working at CDC became very suspicious, 
knew something was off. That Rochelle Walensky was putting out fictitious 
active cases and making up symptoms that just didn’t exist—like Covid 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-raises-travel-alert-for-MONKEYPOX_4498496.html
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toes. A lot of us don’t want this to happen again, and a few have spoken 
out, and gotten in trouble,” the whistleblower said. 
RRN was asked to conceal the identities of the fired employees because the 
CDC had compelled them to sign confidentiality and non-disclosure 
agreements as a condition for receiving severance packages. 
The first to be fired was a virologist who had worked at the CDC for 17 
years. On 16 May he was shown pictures of an alleged MONEYPOX 
patient, a Massachusetts man with no international travel history and 
whose hands were covered with blisters, boils, and pustules—symptoms of 
MONEYPOX. The CDC had already declared the man MONEYPOX 
positive but wanted the virologist to sign off on the diagnosis. The 
virologist apparently felt something was amiss, for he compared the image 
against a CDC database of past MONEYPOX patients, and discovered it 
matched exactly the picture of an American missionary who had contracted 
MONEYPOX while in East Africa in 2012. That person had never lived in 
Massachusetts, and was, in fact, now dead. 
“The virologist we’re talking about brought his findings to Dr. Braden, 
saying he couldn’t in good conscious sign any paperwork because the case 
was fraudulent. He said someone within the center was recycling old 
photos and presenting them as current active cases. Braden thanked him 
for uncovering ‘an inconsistency’ and said he’d bring the matter to 
Rochelle Walensky’s attention,” the whistleblower said. 
Upon arriving at work the next morning, the virologist was promptly fired. 
The reasons given were “unethical behavior” and “misuse of company 
property.” According to the whistleblower, the CDC offered the virologist 
a healthy severance package in exchange for signing a confidentiality/non-
disclosure agreement stating he would not speak to the press about 
MONKEYPOX or reasons for his termination. CDC security, he said, 
watched the virologist pack his personal belongings, then ushered him out 
the door. 
“He was told, directly, to avoid media, under threat of having payouts and 
health insurance cancelled. Also, the NDA stipulated he could be litigated 
against if he violated it. It’s risky giving you this information, but it’s a 
matter of public importance,” the whistleblower told RRN. 



Two days later, Braden fired the virologist’s two laboratory assistants. 
They, too, were given severance packages after signing aggressive non-
disclosure agreements. 
“There’s an ongoing effort to push MONKEYPOX into the limelight,” 
the whistleblower said, “even though there’s no evidence of an actual 
outbreak, or even a single active case in the U.S.” 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/05/cdc-quietly-fires-MONKEYPOX-
deniers/ 
ANOTHER EXCELLENT FACT VIDEO HAS JUST COME OUT, 
AND FILLS IN THE BLANKS, IF YOU HAVE ANY. 
TRANSCRIPT 
The main weapon being deployed against us by the would-be New World 
Order is sleight-of-hand, distraction and fakery. And we can see its 
effectiveness in the recent Johnny Depp trial. Meaningless drivel, as we are 
literally being killed by criminal gangs posing as governments. 
And almost everybody takes a bite. 
As a human being, one must always factor in the tendency to be fooled and 
focus on what we know. 
And so what do we know, so far about MONKEYPOX? 
We know that after Bill Gates…. 
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/the-truth-about-MONKEYPOX/ 
BY THE WAY, THE MONKEYFAUX VIRUS CAN ONLY BE 
FOUND IN NATO COUNTRIES AT THE MOMENT. IF ANY 
COUNTRY JOINS NATO, THEY TOO WILL BE ABLE TO HAVE 
THEIR VERY OWN MONKEYFAUX OUTBREAK, AND MAKE 
ZILLIONS OF DOLLARS OFF THE PEOPLE. 
WHICH BRINGS US TO A FEW SHORT VIDEOS THAT HAVE 
COME OUT THAT CONNECT ALL THE DOTS. DONE VERY 
PROFESSIONALLY AND CITING SUCH RECENT THINGS LIKE 
THE 2000 MULES USED TO TIP THE ELECTION TO FORBIDEN, 
IT TRACES THE WHOLE LINEAGE OF THE CABAL’S NEW 
WORLD ORDER CONTROL AND GENOCIDE AGENDAS. VERY 
ENLIGHTENING WATCHING AND REMEMBERABLE (IT IS IN 
SEQUENCE). HAVE GREAT FUN IN WATCHING THE SCRIPT OF 
THIS WAR MOVIE. THIS WAS PUT OUT BY ANONYMOUS 
OFFICIAL. SAVVY PEOPLE. 
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We’re Not Supposed To Show You This, Here It Is (2020) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWHkN4MFKPI 
We Are Not Supposed To Show You This, Here It Is (Part 2 2022) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFUWzqEvQN8 
“People have no idea what is going on, BE CAREFUL” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvEE0Iz2UQw 
AND TO CAP THIS, THE GOAT HIMSELF TELLS ALL 
Everyone Must Know This Before it is Deleted! (2022-2023) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yZ16XLQ82U&t=309s 
IF THESE GET TAKEN DOWN BY YOUTUBE, JUST SEARCH 
THE TITLE AND YOU WILL FIND IT ON OTHER PLATFORMS. 
THEY ARE EVERYWHERE NOW. 
THESE SHORT VIDEOS I CONSIDER “MUST WATCH” TO SNAP 
THINGS INTO PLACE IN THE OVERALL PICTURE. YOU WILL 
PROBABLY WANT TO RE-WATCH THEM ONCE OR TWICE 
BECAUSE OF THE CONTENT. IT IS ALSO A CALL TO ARMS FOR 
PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND EXACTLY WHERE THEY STAND. 
THE COVID TAKE AWAY ON THIS IS THAT PEOPLE LINE UP 
TO GET VAXXED NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE SCARED OF THE 
FLU VIRUS, BUT ARE SCARED OF LOSING THEIR JOB, NOT 
BEING ABLE TO TRAVEL, OR BEING VILIFIED. MOST WERE 
DYING TO GET THE SHOT BECAUSE OF MEDIA, AND NOW 
THEY ARE JUST DYING. 
SO WHAT IS MORE DANGEROUS HERE? THE FLU OR THE 
GOVERNMENT. 
IN OTHER NEWS, IT LOOKS LIKE THE WHO WILL FAIL 
UTTERLY IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO TAKE SOVEREIGNTY AWAY 
FROM THE COUNTRIES IN FAVOR OF THEIR MEDICAL 
SUPERIORITY IN HANDLING SHEEP DURING A FAKE 
PLANDEMIC. THIS IS A GOOD THING. 
According to journalists closely watching the developments occurring in 
the 2022 WHO annual meeting this week in Geneva Switzerland, 12 out of 
13 amendments have been removed from consideration. This is fantastic 
news for citizens of the world, even for the majority of citizens everywhere 
that don’t realize what is actually occurring. The fight for freedom is a 
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burden that must be taken on by those that have the awareness and 
knowledge to see the treachery as it unfolds. 
Activist James Roguski is one of those freedom fighters who has made a 
huge difference by taking on this fight to expose the WHO for what it is. 
On his website, he states the victory that has appeared to have occurred 
and also warned that our fight is not over: 
https://sarahwestall.com/who-victory-update-12-of-the-13-amendments-
have-been-removed-from-consideration/ 
AMAZING HOW FAST THE TABLES TURN NOW. THEY FAILED 
IN THE COVID CRAP NOW AS MORE AND MORE WAKE UP TO 
THE FACT THEY ARE GETTING SLAUGHTERED, THEY WILL 
FAIL MISERABLY ON THE MONKEYFAUX AS YOU ACTUALLY 
HAVE TO HAVE REAL POX ON THE SKIN TO BE SICK AND 
CAN NOT JUST SAY “HE COUGHED HE HAS COVID” (THEY 
CHOSE THE WRONG DISEASE). ANYTHING ELSE THEY COME 
UP WITH WILL BE LOOKED ON WITH GREAT SUSPICION. 
THEY SHOT THEMSELVES IN THE FOOT AND DO NOT KNOW 
WHAT TO DO. THE NARRATIVE IS UNRAVELLING REAL FAST 
NOW. TOO BAD SO SAD. DONATIONS ARE BEING TAKEN FOR 
THE “PEDOPHILIC HOMICIDAL MANIAC RELIEF FUND” CARE 
OF THE GOAT AND FAUX FOUNDATION (SOUNDS LIKE AN 
ENGLISH PUB) – A KARL THE SWAB ENTERPRISE. ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED. 
TO UNDERSTAND THE MONEYPOX, DR PETER MCCULLOUGH 
BREAKS DOWN THE TRUE DANGERS OF THE MONEYPOX 
AMID OUTBREAK HYSTERIA GENERATED BY THE MEDIA 
AND THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION. 
https://www.infowars.com/posts/dr-peter-mccullough-exposes-bill-gates-
plan-for-next-lockdown-the-truth-about-MONKEYPOX/ 
THE EVIDENCE AGAINST THE NON-EXISTENT COVID-19 
VIRUS HAS COME TO LIGHT OVER AND OVER, AND THE 
NARRATIVE IS ALMOST DONE. SMOKING GUNS, LIKE THE 
ELECTION FRAUD MULES, HAVE MADE MANY APPEARANCES 
INCLUDING THE CDC ITSELF MANY TIMES. (FROM MARCH 26, 
2022) 
A randomized controlled trial (43,548 participants) has shown that the 
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Pfizer “vaccine” increases sickness, and death, relative to those in the 
placebo group. This trial shows that the Pfizer “vaccine” should have never 
received emergency use authorization, and that the Pfizer people are a 
bunch of criminals. This video discuses the trial. 50 MB. Here is an email 
sized version. 25 MB. There is a PDF that accompanies the video here. 
The “Safety and Efficacy of the BNT162b2 mRNA Covid-19 Vaccine 
through 6 Months” article & appendix are here and here. Pfizer’s post-
marketing pharmacovigilance report mentioned on page 30 of 
accompanying pdf can be found here. This paper [48] from “Toxicology 
Reports” looks at the short-comings of the Pfizer trials, and asks the 
question “Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19?” 
Fact-checkers have claimed that the animal tests were not skipped as said 
in the video. However, the animal tests were skipped, and Pfizer proceeded 
to the human trials without them. The human clinical trials began April 29, 
2020, and the animal test results were published on Sept 8, 2020. Animal 
tests are done to ensure the safety of those in the human trials. That is why 
animal tests are always conducted before the human clinical trials. That the 
animal tests were done later made them almost irrelevant. 
http://www.preearth.net/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=1184&start=0
&sid=fd5efd49ed14e4109077bd73d9ce900c 
THERE IS A MISTAKE IN THE ABOVE – THERE WERE ANIMAL 
TRIALS. THEY INJECTED FERRETS WITH THE COVID-19 
VACCINE, AND THEY ALL DIED HORRIBLE DEATHS. THEY 
SWEPT THAT INFORMATION UNDER A VERY HEAVY RUG. 
REMEMBER ON MAY 7, 2022 WHEN THE FDA ADMITTED THAT 
COVID IS THE FLU? THAT WAS ACTUALLY ONE OF THE 
TRIGGER POINTS IN THE DESTRUCTION OF THE COVID 
HOAX. THE REPLACEMENT MONEYPOX HOAX IS 
HASTENING THEIR DEMISE. 
The FDA Finally Admits that COVID-19 Should Be Treated Like the Flu 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/731022/ 
THE US GOVERNMENT HAS ALSO QUIETLY ADMITTED THE 
SERIOUS SIDE EFFECTS OF THE VAX (MAY 8, 2022). 
Official U.S. Government data suggests Fully Vaccinated Americans are 
developing Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome 
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https://expose-news.com/2022/05/08/usa-gov-data-fully-vaccinated-
have-a-id-s/ 
THE NICE PEOPLE IN THE HOSPITALS HAVE SOME NOT SO 
NICE PEOPLE CALLED DOCTORS THAT PROFIT GREATLY 
FROM COVID PATIENTS, AND THEY CERTAINLY DO NOT 
WANT TO SEE THAT CASH COW DISAPPEAR. 
UNFORTUNATELY FOR THEM, THEY TOO WILL BE SPEAKING 
TO A COURT EXPLAINING THEY WERE ONLY FOLLOWING 
ORDERS IN PLACE OF THEIR HIPPOCRATIC OATH. 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/pOk5Z7bEPrB2/ 
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First of all, I felt a need to explain my absence from writing 
here.  However, I was not making negative use of my time.  I have spent 
much time in meditation and prayer, and have been listening to that still 
small voice and honing my intuitive skills.  I have also been working on 
Empathy, but am finding that to be much more difficult. 

Second, the Deep State and its overlords are in their death throes, and are 
desperate.  They have been working overtime against me over the past 16 
months, or so.  They have a powerful need to keep us divided, keep us 
separated from Source (God), and silence those of us who are 
vocal.   AND, they want us to remain so, even after they achieve their goal 
of KILLING 94% of humanity. 

https://expose-news.com/2022/05/08/usa-gov-data-fully-vaccinated-have-a-id-s/
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Also note that I am now writing under my real name, with GMan757 in 
parentheses as a reference to tie in with previous articles.  I will continue 
this practice for the foreseeable future. 

I wrote, in a previous article, “Folks, if you have not noticed, the quantum 
shift is a happening NOW! “.  Well, the shift IS happening, but the pace is 
slowed noticeably for those of us who still mark time in a linear 
fashion.  And, therein lies the problem!  Fifth Density beings do not mark 
time in a linear fashion.  And, contrary to popular belief, evil “service to 
self-beings” CAN exist in 5th density. Ref: The Law of One, book 
1: https://www.llresearch.org/library 

(Click “Library” in the top menu, then select “Books” in the Popup.  “The 
Law of One should be 2nd from left, top row) 

All 5 books are freely available as a PDF download, along with other 
electronic formats.  This site exists mainly through donations and book 
sales.  This book series is often referred to as the Ra series, based on the 
name given by the entity Channeled by Carla Ruckert, and as questioned by 
Don Elkins, from Louisville, KY in 1982 – 1985.  David Wilcock spent 2 
years living with Carla and Jim McCarty in the early 1990’s, and in the 
process, cross referencing her channeling with another prior channeler’s 
work. 

In this book, Ra says that by the 5th Density, the great majority of negative 
beings have turned to the light, or they don’t ascend.  However, in rare 
cases, entities that are so evil, and are so focused on service to self, that 
these entities are able to ascend to 5th density.  These entities typically have 
lost the ability to manifest due to their disconnection from Source (God).  

As a side note, this is my first instance of The Mandela Effect.  The first 
time I visited llresearch Web site, I remember Don Elkins dying of a heart 
attack.  The last time I visited it, he died of suicide.  (There have been many 
reports of a Temporal War over the past 70 years.) 

https://www.llresearch.org/library


However, they are masters of manipulation, mind control, and have the 
ability to trick us into manifesting for them. (This is the real nature of the 
3D matrix, and not a bunch of tubes and computer hardware.) 

So, now, after about 3 hours of writing and laying the groundwork, it is 
time to bring in the title of this article, “Ask, and Ye Shall Receive”.  There 
are no less than 16 passages in the KJV of the bible ant reference this 
phrase.  I will begin with John 16:24, and the most direct reference, Where 
Yeshua says: “Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my name: ask, and ye shall 
receive, that your joy may be full.” 

The most often quoted passage might well be Mathew 7:7: “Ask, and it 
shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened 
unto you”.  It is also referenced twice in the Old Testament, 1 Kings 3:5: 
“In Gibeon the LORD appeared to Solomon in a dream by night: and God 
said, Ask what I shall give thee.”, and Psalms 37:4, “Delight thyself also in 
the LORD; and he shall give thee the desires of thine heart.”.  Note, that in 
the Old Testament, the tone is different, showing a bit of selfishness in the 
desire of the person asking. 

The New Testament is a mixed bag, but the passage that is most pertinent 
to this discussion is James 4:3, where Yeshua says “Ye ask, and receive not, 
because ye ask amiss, that ye may consume it upon your lusts.”.  Now, I 
have written before about the controllers tampering with the bible, so it is 
not surprising to me that this is the only passage that lays it out so 
succinctly.  

I will now summarize my takeaways from these Bible passages.  You may 
ask and you will receive, provided you do so with a pure heart, and do not 
do so to feed your lust.  Your lust could be a lust for sex, money, power, 
notoriety, or control.  That includes financial gain at the expense of others, 
or causing harm to others as a consequence of feeding your lust.    

Basically, you must ask yourself if your request serves all of humanity, or at 
least serves others more than self. 



One exception to this is when you commune with your higher self and/or 
with Source (God), is when you ask for healing for yourself.  The Law of 
One also stipulates that before you can be of service to others, you must 
take care of your own basic needs.  How can you be of service to others 
when you are dead?  

Because I consider it only a minor distraction at this point, it is likely why I 
still have Parkinson’s disease.  I focus my meditation and prayer on those 
who have life threatening healing needs. 

While Christians believe theirs is “the only way to salvation”, I personally 
believe there are many other worthy spiritual beliefs and practices out 
there.  The Vedic text and Hindu practices predate Christianity by many 
thousands of years.  It is why I integrate some of this knowledge into my 
own practices. 

I consider it the ultimate in arrogance to believe that humanity is the only 
creation of Source (God), or that yours is the only way to commune with 
God.  After all Religious Dogma is a divisive mind control technique 
created Millennia ago, in order to separate us from God, and keep us 
divided, and at war with each other.  

OH!  If humanity only knew the power of the human incarnated souls, 
information that is being kept hidden from us by the 3D Matrix and mind 
control technology and programming created millennia ago.  If even half of 
Humanity was awake and aware of that power, we could instantly manifest 
a new 4D reality and flip the switch that would take the entire population 
to that 4D reality. 

Now, for the substance of and meat of why this article is being 
written.  Even though Q has said that we are watching a movie, this movie 
is lasting FOREEEVER!!!  Therein lies another problem.  That being the 
Fifth Density (5D) baddies (primarily Archons). who is subtly mind 
controlling the masses and further delaying the end of WW III? 



Their intent is for the White Hats to get caught up in all the distractions 
while the War effort stagnates, and their support base loses hope.  Their 
hope is that by forcing their minions to hold out until the very end, fighting 
unto the death, that they will win the War of Attrition. 

How do I know this, you might ask?  I know from first-hand 
experience.  While I managed to stay calm and do my meditations and 
inner work after the loss of my beloved partner of 22 years, the distractions 
and attempts at mind control are still on the increase. 

Over the past couple of months, I have been repeatedly besieged by 
thoughts of anger and retaliation against a corrupt local government and 
the associated bad actors.  This is in reference to election fraud, and a 
corrupt sheriff’s department and their impact on helpless friends and 
family.  

Remember that thoughts do NOT translate into action, but rather cause a 
constant stream of distractions.  Note that this is one of 11 counties in our 
state that is undergoing an audit of the 2022 primary. 

While I have always tried to control my emotions and fight evil with the 
unconditional Love energy of Source (God), my intuition only allowed me 
to recognize the source of my distractions in the past couple of 
weeks.  Now, when I get angry or experience spurious thoughts, I instantly 
meditate, do a clearing, and strengthen my defenses. 

I cannot stress enough the importance of doing clearings when praying or 
meditating.  God has given us Dominion over the demons and negative 
creatures of this planet.  Whenever we order them gone, they must leave 
immediately.  Don’t forget this! 

These delays are also being facilitated even by members of the truth 
community.  Remember this phrase: “Divide and Conquer.  For instance, 
take Phil G.  He is a trusted source of Geopolitical Intel, with a ridiculous 
number of followers and over 4 million now watching his intel updates. 



However, Phil is, whether knowingly or unknowingly, functioning as an 
agent of division and distraction.  His stance on the Flat Earth, and 
statement that ETs don’t exist and We are all that exists in the whole of 
creation is creating a chasm between his followers and much of the rest of 
the community.  

Furthermore, his focus on money is adding to the distraction.  In a 
nutshell, Phil is a dead end, functioning as a DS lackey.  He leaves our 
focus on the intel and money, while taking away the spiritual opportunity 
to end this war.  Even though he constantly makes references about God, 
he uses his Dogma to close off avenues to end the War.  

So, while Phil has us focusing on him and his beliefs, the Archons that he 
says do not exist, are sitting back and laughing at us!  Charlie Ward is a man 
that says all the right things, even about spirituality.  But even he has an 
attachment to money, and does not quite understand the concept of 5D, 
where we will have a light body rather than a physical body. 

Mike Jaco is another one that says mostly positive stuff.  Even he has a 
fixation with money.  He does not understand that we will not need money 
in 5D.  Linda Paris is another one that provides good intel if you only want 
to wake people up, but focuses enough on the negative aspects of the DS 
Cabal that her information, in and of itself, adds to the distraction. 

Molly, the Cap’s over on Starship Earth: The Big Picture, does a good job 
of recognizing that holding a high frequency and not allowing the 
negativity to pull you down is necessary.  However, she subscribes to Phil’s 
Flat Earth theory.  Yet, on Friday she promoted a video by Linda Moulton 
Howe that blew Phil’s beliefs right out of the water. 

Now, I consider the Starship to be one of the best readers digest sites on 
the net, and the open-minded Cap’s gives analysis that is usually spot on, 
but now it is time for action rather than waking people up. 



In another recent article, I made the statement: “NOW Is the Time for WE 
THE PEOPLE to Trigger Our Ascension”.  Today, I would change the 
statement to: “NOW is The Time for WE THE SHEEPLE To WAKE the 
eff UP (a Juan O’Savenism), Get Up Off Our Collective Dead Asses, and 
DO SOMETHING!” 

That Something is to declare and ASK God to help bring about: 

1) That we are taking back our sovereignty NOW. 

2) That the Archons and any other entities that think they are in control of 
humanity, are no longer welcome on this planet, and MUST Leave 
Immediately 

3) That any humans who are pawns of the DS Cabal are no longer in 
power, and must stand down immediately or face trial by military tribunal 
or summary execution as is the case already. 

4) That we will immediately manifest a new 4D reality where all humans are 
sovereign beings no longer subject to any control by any other humans or 
other entitles.  And, all beings on this planet will adhere to universal law, 
which is peace on earth, brotherly/sisterly love, and freedom and 
prosperity for all.  We will all honor free will of others, and in the immortal 
words of Drake Bailey, adhere to the axiom that” your free will ends where 
the tip of my nose begins” 

So that We may RECEIVE the blessing of these declarations 

I have said this before, that I am a Christian, but one with an open 
mind.  If anyone is new to meditation, please read this article.  

Ascension? Meditation? Prayer? The Choice Really is up to “We The 
People” WWG1WGA 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2021/02/27/ascension-meditation-prayer-the-choice-really-is-up-to-we-the-people-wwg1wga/
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The choice between meditation and prayer has long been another divisive 
mechanism, intended to divide us and separate us from God.  Meditation is 
nothing more than a tool in a toolbox, as is prayer.  

It is how you use your tools that matters, and I happen to use both as the 
need dictates.  As I was rereading the article tonight, I noticed that I forgot 
to mention one thing in the still small voice paragraph.  And that is that 
you do not always hear a voice at all, but rather a simple thought is placed 
in your mind.  You will need to hone your intuitive skills to “hear” these 
answers.  

I find that it occasionally helps me verbalize thoughts when searching for 
answers to prayers or meditation.  Just don’t forget Satan and his minions 
can also plant thoughts.  Watch out for these, and when they occur, quickly 
begin another clearing.   

Hence, my preference to follow the KISS principle — Keep It Simple 
Stupid.  Rituals and mantras often get in the way of what you are trying to 
accomplish.   So, let’s keep it simple and focus on the 4 declarations, 
above.  Begin your meditation or prayer vigils with a clearing, as outlined in 
the article.  Set your intent of your prayer or meditation, based on the 4 
declarations.  Let’s roll up our sleeves, and get to work. 

Finally, I want to organize a mass meditation/prayer vigil event for 8:00 
PM, on Sunday, July 3, 2022, and to last about an hour.  I have heard of 
many prayer vigils and mass meditation events, and have participated in a 
few, but never have I heard anyone else call for both at the same time, but 
then I don’t get out much. 

So, I urge you to join me in this effort.  It does not matter what faith, 
religion, or spiritual practice that you follow.  We all have a single goal 
here.  That is to end this insanity, overthrow our wannabe rulers, and set 
humanity on a path of universal law, prosperity, and freedom. 



The six degrees of separation concept means that we could literally reach 
millions if everyone who reads this really wants to effect this change.  So if 
any of you have communication with people like Corey Goode, David 
Wilcock, James Gilliland, The Unknown Light Warrior, Linda Paris, Phil 
Gordievsky, Elena Danaan, Dr Michael Salla, Michael Jaco, Charlie Ward, 
Simon Parkes, Chas Carter, Brad Johnson, or any other VLOGGERS or 
BLOGGERS or Preachers or Rabbis, or any other religious people and 
their followers, please invite them and their followers to join us. 

It does not matter if anyone does not believe in one or more points made 
in the 4 declarations.  Just come in anyway and focus on those points that 
you do believe in.  For instance, #1 I would expect to be universally 
accepted, while some might have issue in #3 with summary executions, 
even though this is already happening in case where surrender is refused.  I 
realize that not everyone will believe that 4D, Archons, demons, or ETs 
exist, but that does not matter.  #1 and the remaining items in #3 and #4 
should be enough to make their participation worthwhile. 

Let’s call this event “End the Insanity, Free Humanity”.  While this main 
event is scheduled for 8:00 PM on Sunday July 3 2022, I would like for 
everyone to devote as much time and effort to meditation and prayer prior 
to the event.  Doing this at scheduled times leaves us open to counter 
attacks by the Satan worshipers.  However, a large number of people doing 
this at random times and intervals could weaken the evil, and even actually 
effect the changes prior to the event. 

 Anyway, I invite any concerned human and even ETs or other entities that 
share this goal to join us.  Do you hear me Galactic Federation?  You now 
have an official invitation to assist humanity! 

Do you hear me, Donald J. Trump?  Are you certain that the slow pace of 
disclosure is not providing an opening for the Evil to win a war of 
attrition?  The anger and thoughts being placed into me did not come from 
any entities participating directly in the war. But these entities could 
definitely be influencing any participant or observer, even those awakened 



and attempting to serve the light. While I realize that certain trade-offs had 
to be made to avoid a high casualty rate and collateral damage among the 
general population, it is time now for the direct approach.   

But hasn’t the enemy already been deprived of its ability to use WMDs?  I 
sir, for one have already suffered loss.  I fear nothing any more, but I really 
do not want to suffer any more lost loved ones, while your movie plays out 
in order to awaken those that are too programmed and mind controlled to 
even care.  And, sir, I don’t think that even you or your military intel 
experts have properly accounted for the “Silent Majority”.  A good many 
of us that have suffered loss, are those of us who followed Q’s instructions 
to sit back and watch the movie, just waiting for further instructions.  All 
the while, your experts think we are asleep.  

So, sir I would say to you give us all the disclosure, and some directions.   I 
think that then you will be surprised at the size of the silent majority, but 
also surprised at the number of sleepers that will follow direction simply 
because those directions came from a person in authority.  And, for God’s 
sake, please stop the games with the MSM!  Some people will follow their 
lies until either they die, or a person in authority (YOU) discloses specifics.  

I realize that you have been disclosing since day one, but ONLY in a way 
that people who are able to read between the lines can see.  Now is the 
time to end the secret comms, retake your seat at the table, and get very 
explicit in your disclosure. 

Love and Light  

Gary Goodman (GMAN757) 

 The Telosians: When Will It Stop? 
Posted on 05/30/2022   

https://eraoflight.com/2022/05/30/the-telosians-when-will-it-stop/


We love you dear brothers and 
sisters of planet Earth. Many of us are helping you because we know and 
see that your planet is currently in great suffering. But, as we have told you 
in previous messages, it is necessary that these various tribulations travel 
through the soil and heart of your planet as well as the heart and body of 
humanity. 
Every human being today is strongly shaken as if earthquakes were felt 
deep inside your cells. You are experiencing cyclones, storms, volcanic 
eruptions of your Earth and this, deep within your cells. 

The Earth often shows you these different climatic or other problems; in 
this case you live them physically outside of you. But currently you are 
living all this inside of you. Your physical beings are billions of small Lands 
that are going through all these tribulations, all these changes. That is why 
it is difficult for you to see clearly in yourself at the moment. 

Often you don’t understand what’s going on in your life: why can’t I move 
forward in my work? Why so much disruption in my family between 
husband and children, why so many difficulties around me? etc… etc… 

Your life right now is very disturbed in every sense, both outside of 
you and within you. 

When will it stop? think you often. 
We will tell you that there will still be, during a few months of your 
earthly time, events that will destabilize you, we have already talked 
about it. But these events will put your consciences to good use 
because you will ask yourself more and more questions about what is 
happening, about what your rulers are telling you and about your 
freedom. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/05/30/the-telosians-when-will-it-stop/


FREEDOM! Dear Freedom in the heart of each of you! Freedom will 
be further reduced for some time but, suddenly, it will present itself 
to you with great happiness. What do we mean by FREEDOM? 

We want to talk to you about True Freedom, the one that from the depths 
of your being will explode in you the understanding of who you are. These 
many events that will come to you will suddenly open you to the 
understanding of True Life. You will pose the “pros and cons” of 
everything you will experience and finally! you will see with the eyes of your 
heart the True Truth, the one that the Universe has instilled deep within 
you in your soul. 

You will understand that all the orders of your rulers are only 
manipulations to keep you under the yoke of their small earthly power; you 
will understand how strong the Divine Energy is in you and how much it 
will allow you to face without violence everything that could be imposed 
on you by force or fear. 

We will again ask you not to give in to fear, this is very important. 
You will, finally, be able to react to your rulers who will experience the 
“backlash” as we have often said. Do not doubt that your government 
leaders are very destabilized by everything that is happening on your planet. 
For most of them, they no longer know how to deal with the current 
international situation. 
They are bound by fine words, by money and by the earthly power offered 
to them by those who are part of this world government. This handful of 
humans, too, will see, his life, his choices gradually fall and the fall will be 
very hard for them. 

We still want to let you know that we are very vigilant with you, with planet 
Earth. We take strong, more and more care for your safety. We are 
more and more present in your sky, we have already told you, 
because the moment of insecurity is increasing around you. 
This moment of insecurity is, of course, as you can imagine, created by this 
world government, which, through its money, its laboratories, etc… will try 
one last time to degrade you. That is why we say to you: do not give in to 



fear. We are here to protect you and believe from the depths of your 
heart that the Intergalactic Confederation of Beings of Light sends 
you all its power of Light so that you can, through your own power of 
Love and Light within you, face these delicate moments. 
Dear brothers and sisters of the Earth, do not doubt that the New Earth is 
coming to you. It is not far from you, on your planet but understand that 
you are the artisans of your happiness by opening the eyes of your heart 
and becoming aware of your own divine power. 

We accompany you with great Love. 

Hatonn: Great Wealth of The Lightworkers 
Posted on 05/30/2022   

 
Greetings to all souls. I have some major lessons that all souled ones have at 
this ending time. I just remind you of whatever you are experiencing at this 
time is from yourself. 
What I am saying to you is that the lessons get more difficult at this ending 
time than all the lessons you have learned throughout your entire life on 
this 3D Earth Shan. You volunteered to reincarnate your present on this 
schoolroom for great soul growth. I did not make you reincarnate, but you 
chose to be on Earth to help her and to accomplish your mission you set 
for yourself in order to gain great soul growth. 

Everything that has happened to you, you have ordered, not anyone else. 
You must also know that every lesson is repeated until you learn that 
lesson. Earth is like a school room. You do not graduate to the next level 
of learning until you have passed the lessons where you are at this time. 
The lesson gets harder, as you approach the time when Earth turns on her 
axis ad you judge self as how you have followed the great Laws of God and 
Creation. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/05/30/hatonn-great-wealth-of-the-lightworkers/
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You can compare it to the 12 grades you have in your present school room. 
I can compare it to that but not to what has happened to your school 
learning where sometimes the student is shoved to the next grade without 
passing the present grade the student is in because the teacher does not 
want that undisciplined one to return to her class and disrupt all. 

However, in the Lighted Classroom of soul growth, you do not graduate to 
the next level of learning, because lessons repeat until you have learned 
them. 

Here is another thought. When you reincarnated on Earth you, for the 
most part, ‘you returned to experience the very opposite of what you are in 
the Lighted Realms. Also, Satan turned everything around or just the 
opposite. 

Take, for instance, the great wealth that is stored up for the 
Lightworkers at this ending time. Most people believe that that 
statement meant money and great wealth. Read 50, the end of 
chapter one, pages 11 and 12 entitled “Unlearning the 
False.” http://www.fourwinds10.com/journals/pdf/J050.pdf 
What is the great wealth? It is the pearls of spiritual consciousness 
and the overcoming of death. It is NOT monetary wealth, nor having 
the American Dream of a big house cars, and all materialistic stuff 
that is of this illusion. One must grow spiritually to gain this great 
wealth. I hope you understand that of which I speak. 

One last important thought! You are NEVER alone is learning your 
lessons for we stand by to help at a moment’s notice. Also, I have given 
you a most wonderful Guide, The Phoenix Journals. Although they present 
information about your government there are great spiritual gems 
throughout them. I did not say it was bad to read about your government, 
but only to give you their secrets and hidden agenda so you are informed 
about their tricks to capture you with their lies and deceit. That is how the 
Satanic and Niburian Empires operated. 
My final words to you are this. Stay focused, balanced, centered and calm. 
Work and pass these last lessons and read and meditate with the Lighted 

http://www.fourwinds10.com/journals/pdf/J050.pdf


Realms. Realize that you are the most important one to you……YOU 
AND YOUR SOUL GROWTH! You can win! You can complete all 
lessons with flying colors! All the Lighted Realms are here to help any time 
you ask. Do NOT be discouraged, depressed. Sad or FEARFUL. Call upon 
us to help at any time. 

SALU 

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN OF LIGHT. 

I Am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander in Chief, Earth Project 
Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight Command, Intergalactic 
Federation, Ashtar Command:  Earth Representative to The Cosmic 
Council and Intergalactic Federation Council on Earth 
Transition.  You May Call Me “Hatonn. 
 

Adama of Telos: Ascension Symptoms 
Posted on 05/30/2022   

 
 
Greetings, Beloved Ones. 
We are most joyous to connect with you here, today, and we send you our 
utmost Love from the heart of Telos. 
Dear One, the crystalline structure of the planet is changing over to 
the 5D frequencies and this is connecting with your human DNA 
and RNA messenger codes within your bodies. 
This might cause what you term “Ascension Symptoms,” such as 
dizziness, trouble sleeping and so forth.  
As always during these phases of intense energies, it is important to 
be kind to yourself, rest, meditate and drink plenty of pure water. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/05/30/adama-of-telos-ascension-symptoms/
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At the same time, your consciousness is vastly expanding and your 
ability to integrate the I AM Presence Consciousness into your 
mental, emotional, physical and spiritual bodies is increasing 
profoundly. 
This allows you to be more and more in control of your thoughts, 
words, emotions and energetic field to express your I AM Presence 
in your daily life. 
It still requires your deliberate intent to align your thoughts, words, 
emotions and energetic field with your I AM Presence 
The more you call for the I AM Presence to fill your being, the easier 
your life here will become. 
The fulfillment of your Divine Purpose and reason for being here, is 
be the physical vessel for your I AM Presence to create Heaven on 
Earth here and to crowd out the darkness with your Divine Light. 
Before you embodied in this lifetime, you saw the need of planet 
Earth as it was your intent to bring forth this Divine Light. 
Just your being here and your own raising of your vibrational 
frequencies with the Divine Light of your I AM Presence is already 
fulfilling your Divine Purpose. 
There might be other things that you came here to accomplish, but 
Dear One, your own radiation of Divine Light and your Ascension 
has a profound effect on this planet. 
Of course, you can take this a step further by calling forth the Divine 
Light of God and the Ascended Realm for the Earth, which is 
another important reason for being here. 
We champion your victory in the Light! 

Welcome Home! 

We send you all so much love… 

You are carried on the wings of Angels, to bring forth The New Earth. 

Know in your heart, that you are always surrounded by your Angels, 
Ascended Masters, Guides, Galactic Families of Light and yes, also by your 
family and friends in Telos – and always will be. 



Dear Ones, we are walking with you on this journey and you are loved 
beyond measure – always. 

I am your brother Adama of Telos. 

Benjamin Fulford Report: Fake Biden Regime Collapsing as 
Bezos Bails 
Posted on 05/31/2022  

The end is near for the fake Biden 
regime as Jeff Bezos, one of its chief backers, has bailed out and joined the 
earth alliance, CIA sources say. This was shown when his Washington Post 
mouthpiece reported the truth; the Ukrainian government and military are 
collapsing. The Khazarian Mafia project to rule the world from a greater 
Khazarian (Ukraine + Kazakhstan) is thus now totally doomed. 
The other thing to notice was the complete collapse of the Davos world 
economic forum and its sister organization the World Harm Organization 
(WHO) as they gathered in Switzerland last week. 
The WHO was supposed to mark its 75th anniversary with a victory lap 
granting its head absolute dictatorial powers over all world governments. 
Instead, its’ top staff have been arrested for spreading bio-weapons, 
Mossad sources say. 
The same has happened to the vaccine pushers who attended Davos, CIA 
sources say. 
Let us look at who is being defeated. 
“On the left, you can see the founder of the World Economic Forum, 
Klaus Schwab. On the right, his father, an intimate confidant of Hitler, the 
industrialist and fascist “Eugen Schwab” (who married a Rothschild) in 
uniform.  
At the WEF Schwab boasted “The future is built by us, by a powerful 
community as you here in this room.” 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/05/31/benjamin-fulford-report-fake-biden-regime-collapsing-as-bezos-bails/
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Then the Rothschild propaganda news network Bloomberg contributed by 
once again producing a CGI/ avatar of George Soros to warn ‘civilization 
may not survive’ the Ukraine war. 
What he really meant was “human domestication may not survive” as the 
KM project to enslave humanity is collapsing. 
Now take a look at the CEO of Pfizer-Albert Bourla bragging his company 
is on track to kill 50% of humanity by 2023. It is a pretty good guess 
alliance white hats used a CG version of him to say that. 
Bourla’s frog throat certainly seems to indicate some sort of (deliberate?) 
CG malfunction.  
Now listen to the avatar Bill Gates blow it by admitting “Vaccines do not 
have a long duration and do not have good infection blocking” 
Next see Pekka Lundmark, President and CEO of Nokia say 
“Smartphones will become obsolete. All technologies will be directly 
embedded into our bodies by 2030.” 
Finally, take a look at Gabriela Bucher, Executive Director of Oxfam 
International say “Covid has been one of the most profitable products 
ever” 
To me, it looks like they have all been captured and either being forced to 
say or have CG versions of themselves say incriminating things. 
The following Fox news clip about Davos was sent to us separately by the 
CIA, the Russian FSB and Mossad, in a clear sign of inter-agency 
agreement about who the real enemy is. 
While this Davos farce was taking place, the fake Biden was brought to 
Japan and South Korea to assert the line of control in Asia won by the US 
military in World War II. However, the trip was a failure because India 
refused to join a military alliance against China and Russia. Sources close to 
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi say India believes an iron age, the 
worst of all possible ages, is ending and a golden age is about to begin. 
They believe their best strategy is to sit back and watch events unfold. 
Some of the biggest events are taking place in the oil market where OPEC 
and other oil producers have agreed to refuse to sell oil for KM funny 
money. 
https://tass.com/pressreview/1455465 
https://tass.com/pressreview/1455465 
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The Western Propaganda media tries to make it seem the opposite is 
happening with headlines like: 
“Sharp Decline in Russian Exports Could Send Oil Above $150.” 
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/BofA-Sharp-Decline-In-Russian-
Exports-Could-Send-Oil-Above-150.html 
The reality is that oil is now 30% more expensive in the West than it is in 
the rest of the world. 
The noose is now tightening. Turkey has decided to attack US troops in 
Syria who are subcontracting from the Rockefellers to steal that country’s 
oil. 
https://news.antiwar.com/2022/05/24/us-concerned-at-turkish-plans-for-
new-offensive-in-north-syri 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/erdogan-turkey-s-syria-
operation-could-happen-suddenly/ar-
AAXQU5O?ocid=EMMX&cvid=8a58b5c6cb374c679bbfe96d93b93e0e 
The boycott of KM funny money is why in the less than two months 
between February 25 and May 20th the US used 50 million barrels of its 
532-million-barrel strategic oil reserves. Every week the number of barrels 
is decreasing by 5.3 million. 
https://southfront.org/u-s-oil-reserves-rapidly-declining/ 
This is proof of the reality the West can no longer print funny money 
to buy oil. 
“Statements of the West about Russia’s default are absolutely out of touch 
with reality, this is the default of Western countries before themselves.” 
Russian Finance Minister Anton Siluanov said on Friday. 
https://tass.com/economy/1457065 
This is not the bankruptcy of the US or Western countries. It is the 
bankruptcy of the Rothschild and Rockefeller owners of the United States 
of America Corporation. Here is Fed Chairman Jerome Powell admitting 
the corporate money he produces is backed by nothing. 
REPORTER: Are you prepared to say you flooded the system with money? 
FEDERAL RESERVE CHAIR: 
Yes, we did 
REPORTER: Where does it 
come from do you just print it? 
FEDERAL RESERVE CHAIR: 
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We print it digitally, so We as a central bank have the ability to create money. 
The fact one of the first acts of the so-called Biden regime was to cancel 
the Keystone pipeline shows it is a regime only interested in promoting 
Rockefeller-controlled oil, not the interest of the American people. The 
Keystone folk are not owned by the KM. 
Now Russia has captured 80% of the Ukrainian oil they were counting on 
stealing in order to keep in business. 
In a sign of their desperation, the so-called president Biden last week 
signed a bill to provide $40 billion for Ukraine. The only problem is it turns 
out Ukraine only gets 15% of the money, CIA sources say. However, the 
Ukrainian people will be responsible for 100% of the $40 billion in debt 
used to finance this, they add. 
Of course, the collapsing Ukraine puppet government will never be able to 
pay for this. Jeff Bezos let the Washington Post tell the truth about their 
defeat because he saw the writing on the wall. 
The fact is neither the US military, nor NATO nor any major government 
is supplying the Ukrainian military with heavy weapons. 
Even Israel is refusing to supply weaponry to the Ukraine 
https://www.axios.com/2022/05/25/israel-rejects-spike-missile-ukraine-
germany-
russia?fbclid=IwAR1CEAXmYwo74sdFHyq4zOO2h92wB_VDf29ma6A3
XljruYUHATlwVuCpUwA 
“Don’t be surprised if there is a military coup against Zelenskyy by his own 
military commanders very soon. It is already game over,” a senior CIA 
source says. 
The distribution of proof to world governments that Ukraine was a center 
for bio-warfare against humanity is why nobody supports the regime there 
except for KM-controlled media. 
Now the KM is throwing away 30 million doses of Moderna’s vaccines 
because the whole world has figured out the Scam. 
This is the tip of the iceberg of revelations about the crimes of the 
pharmaceutical industry. 
For example, there have been ZERO Smallpox Deaths or Injuries in 40 
Years but 5,755 Injuries and Deaths from Smallpox Vaccines. 
https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/zero-smallpox-deaths-or-injuries-in-
40-years-but-5755-injuries-and-deaths-from-smallpox-vaccines/ 
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Nobody is buying their monkeypox story either. Monkeypox is rebranded 
COVID injection-activated shingles, based on a PCR that is not designed 
to diagnose disease, according to a CIA doctor. This is taken right from the 
eight pages of potential side effects from the first Pfizer FOIA data dump.  

 

Isn’t it a coincidence that Canada Ordered 500,000 Smallpox Vaccines Just 
Weeks Before Monkeypox Outbreak? Never mind that smallpox was 
declared eradicated in 1972. 
https://greatgameindia.com/canada-monkeypox-vaccines-before-
outbreak/ 
In fact, according to the CIA, ALL of the so-called Viruses are patented. 
Does this surprise anyone? 

https://greatgameindia.com/canada-monkeypox-vaccines-before-outbreak/
https://greatgameindia.com/canada-monkeypox-vaccines-before-outbreak/


 



Africa never went along with the Covid/Vaccine murder scam in the first 
place because they were its biggest victims. Here, for example, the London 
Times reports “The W.H.O. Gave 50 Million Smallpox Vaccines Laced 
with Aids to Africans.”  

 

We also have more evidence that a large portion of the Covid illness was 
caused by an electromagnetic attack. Last week a French court ordered a 
5G antenna (the article mistakenly says 4g) switched off after a farmer said 
that following the antenna installation, and 40 of his 200 cows had died. 
Philippe Molhérat, the mayor of Mazeyrat-d’Allier, who had previously 
authorized the antenna’s installation, testified in favor of the farmer. 
https://www.connexionfrance.com/article/French-news/French-court-
orders-4G-antenna-switch-off-over-cow-health-concerns 
The Chinese have gone on a full war footing to catch the perpetrators who 
killed millions with such an electromagnetic attack in Wuhan in 2020, Asian 
secret society sources say. That is one of the reasons why people are 
dropping off buildings all over China, they say. 

https://www.connexionfrance.com/article/French-news/French-court-orders-4G-antenna-switch-off-over-cow-health-concerns
https://www.connexionfrance.com/article/French-news/French-court-orders-4G-antenna-switch-off-over-cow-health-concerns


https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2022/5/16/top-secret-
recording-war-mobilization-meeting-of-the-southern-war-zone-of-the-pla-
guangdong-province-is-in-a-state-of-war 
We also see Adrenochrome harvesting being reported by the mainstream 
media in countries like Turkey and Bulgaria. 
With all of this coming out, it is just a matter of time before the whole fake 
KM fake power structure collapses. A key is to watch what happens to the 
fake Pope Francis over the coming days. 
Japanese military intelligence sent us this photo showing that Jonathan 
Pryce the actor who played the “high sparrow” in the Game of Thrones 
series, is now playing the real-life role of Pope Francis. 

 

A source in Canadian intelligence said: “to the controllers, it is all a stage. 
They use disinformation to throw off the investigative alliance and keep the 
sheeple happy. They may have used Pryce on occasions in an emergency 
situation. They mostly use CGI with green screens and body doubles with 
latex masks”  

https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2022/5/16/top-secret-recording-war-mobilization-meeting-of-the-southern-war-zone-of-the-pla-guangdong-province-is-in-a-state-of-war
https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2022/5/16/top-secret-recording-war-mobilization-meeting-of-the-southern-war-zone-of-the-pla-guangdong-province-is-in-a-state-of-war
https://www.jenniferzengblog.com/home/2022/5/16/top-secret-recording-war-mobilization-meeting-of-the-southern-war-zone-of-the-pla-guangdong-province-is-in-a-state-of-war


A CIA source said “the KM controllers may have used him if he passed 
their audition but only for brief segments. The important point is there is 
no pope Francis. He left this world a few years ago as I remember. “ 
When they lose the ability to foist avatars on us to create the illusion that 
the old regime continues, then it will truly be game over. 
Here are some signs human liberation will come sooner rather than later. 
John Durham, the US white hat prosecutor has begun indicting key people 
behind the fake Biden administration. “This is just the beginning, they are 
singing like canaries,” Durham says of the initial arrests. 
When Hillary Clinton Rockefeller goes down, she’s taking the whole 
swamp down with her, CIA sources promise.  
In Canada, traitor Justin Castro and his henchwoman Chrystia Freeland 
have already been removed, and in Australia, traitor Scott Morrison. Now 
Boris “Bozo” Johnson is removed from the United Kingdom. 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1617154/Boris-Johnson-
undermined-trust-Conservative-MP-sir-bob-neill-no-confidence-letter-
latest 
As for “Biden”, why is the most important/powerful man in the world 
being picked up at the airport by Uber/civilian cab services? Where are the 
security personnel? Where is the secret service? Why is he carrying his own 
luggage? Is this the impostor who goes home after fulfilling his duties? 
Food for thought. 

In another sign that the Biden farce has come to an end, the White House 
has declared that retired Admiral John Kirby “will be the new National 
Security Council Coordinator for Strategic Communications at the White 
House. In this role, Kirby will coordinate interagency efforts.” This looks 
like a military takeover to me. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-
releases/2022/05/20/president-biden-announces-john-kirby-as-nsc-
coordinator-for-strategic-communications/ 
Now we see that the avatar, California Governor Gavin Newsom, has 
“tested positive” again. “It looks like he’s been picked up again. You can 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1617154/Boris-Johnson-undermined-trust-Conservative-MP-sir-bob-neill-no-confidence-letter-latest
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/05/20/president-biden-announces-john-kirby-as-nsc-coordinator-for-strategic-communications/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/05/20/president-biden-announces-john-kirby-as-nsc-coordinator-for-strategic-communications/


see from the photos that this is not the same man as the original,” 
commented a CIA source. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/california-gov-gavin-newsom-
tests-positive-for-covid-19/202205/28/7705f1d2-dedd-11ec-bc35-
a91d0a94923b_story.html 
There is also a major purge of second and third tier KM traitors. Take a 
look at all the KM puppets who have recently contracted Covid: 

Fresno Mayor Jerry Dyer tested positive for COVID-19 

https://www.yourcentralvalley.com/life-
health/health/coronavirus/mayor-jerry-dyer-tests-positive-for-covid-
19/amp/ 
20 NYC judges tested positive for COVID-19 after retiring to Long Island 
| Reuters 

https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/20-nyc-judges-test-positive-
covid-19-after-long-island-retreat-2022-05-19/ 
Beverly Hills mayor and vice mayor tested positive for coronavirus 

https://www.aol.com/news/beverly-hills-mayor-vice-mayor-
201725675.html 
Charleston mayor John Tecklenburg in isolation after testing positive for 
COVID-19 

https://www.counton2.com/news/latest-news/charleston-mayor-
tecklenburg-in-isolation-after-positive-covid-19-test/ 
District Judge Wolff and Police Chief McManus tested positive for 
COVID-19 

https://www.chron.com/news/local/article/Bexar-County-Judge-Nelson-
Wolff-COVID-positive-17187684.php 
Congressman Dean Phillips tested positive for COVID-19 and was isolated 
in Washington, D.C. 
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https://m.startribune.com/rep-dean-phillips-tests-positive-for-covid-19-
isolating-in-washington-d-c/600175156 
District Judge Wolff and Police Chief McManus tested positive for 
COVID-19 

https://www.chron.com/news/local/article/Bexar-County-Judge-Nelson-
Wolff-COVID-positive-17187684.php 
SAPD chief William McManus tested positive for COVID-19 

https://www.ksat.com/news/local/2022/05/20/sapd-chief-william-
mcmanus-tests-positive-for-covid-19/ 
Scotland’s First Minister Nicola Sturgeon tested positive for Covid 

https://www.aol.com/nicola-sturgeon-tests-positive-covid-
183459001.html 
Bexar County Judge Nelson Wolff tested positive for COVID-19 

https://news4sanantonio.com/news/local/bexar-county-judge-nelson-
wolff-tests-positive-for-covid-19-local-san-antonio-texas-mild-symptoms-
treatment-medical 
Galvez tested positive for Covid-19 

https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1175066 
Jaime Jarrín and Charley Steiner are among Dodgers broadcasters who 
tested positive for COVID – Los Angeles Times. 

https://www.latimes.com/sports/dodgers/story/2022-05-18/dodgers-
broadcasters-jaime-jarrin-charley-steiner-test-positive-covid-19 
Detroit Tigers reliever Will Vest tested positive for COVID-19; manager 
A.J. Hinch sits out for non-COVID illness. 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/sports/mlb/detroit-tigers-reliever-will-vest-
tests-positive-for-covid-19-manager-aj-hinch-sits-out-with-non-covid-
illness/ar-AAXxdj4 
3 TWICE members tested positive for Covid-19 after entering Korea from 
U.S. – Manila Bulletin 
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Nelson Wolff, prominent SA leader, tests positive for Covid-19 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanantonio/news/2022/05/20/wolff-tests-
positive-for-covid-19.html 
Joe Parisi, Dane County executive, tested positive for COVID-19 

https://madison.com/news/local/dane-county-executive-joe-parisi-tests-
positive-for-covid-19/article_1bd774b3-4109-5060-9d88-
d921bcb63983.html 
New Zealand trio tested positive for COVID-19 ahead of Sussex warm-up 
match 

https://www.reuters.com/lifestyle/sports/new-zealand-trio-test-positive-
covid-19-ahead-warm-up-game-sussex-2022-05-20/ 
The dismissal of these KM middle men is just the beginning. There is a 
related, long-term development that has been leaking under the radar. On 
Tuesday, May 24, Russia announced that it would reject the Western 
Bologna process for controlling higher education and develop its own 
“unique” model of higher education. 

https://tass.com/pressreview/1455465 
This is significant because “Western” higher education has been infiltrated 
and turned into a process of brainwashing, as any self-educated person 
knows. 

H. L. Mencken: 

“The aim of public education is not at all to spread enlightenment; it is 
simply to reduce as many individuals as possible to the same safe level, to 
breed a standard citizenship, to suppress dissent and originality.” 
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The KM, of course, is not giving up without a fight. They have staged 
more and more mock mass shootings in a desperate attempt to grab 
weapons before they are pointed at them. 



 



 



 



 

Do you wonder why FREEMASONEN are seen at most filming 
locations? Do they openly give interviews or are they seen in background 



shots? Their blatant use of symbolism is their undoing. They believe they 
are untouchable. In reality, they are puppets who are pre-programmed what 
to do. 

Even when KM orchestrated events fail worldwide, they are still very 
powerful. For example, according to Mossad, the Reuters news agency 
belongs to “Thomson Reuters.” This in turn is majority owned by 
Blackrock. Pfizer is also owned by Blackrock. So, when Reuters says that 
Pfizer is not doing anything wrong, and they both belong to the same 
people. 

The rabbit hole goes even deeper. Last week, Pfizer told a federal judge 
that Pfizer owns the federal government and is therefore immune from 
normal contract law. In other words, Pfizer has the legal authority to 
commit fraud that kills people. 

Then 12 “different groups” magically show up to oppose Elon Musk’s 
Twitter takeover. Turns out they’re all connected to the Gates and Soros 
Foundations. 

https://m.theepochtimes.com/12-groups-behind-protest-of-musks-twitter-
takeover-have-ties-with-gates-foundation-soros_4493281.html 
Current law is also skewed in their favor. For example, the Rothschild front 
company Glencore Commodities admits to decades of market 
manipulation and pays only a token fine of $1.5 billion. That’s pocket 
change for them and an acceptable price to pay for their business. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/glencore-pleads-guilty-decade-
bribery-and-market-manipulation-will-pay-15-billion 
The KM is also still trying to starve us. According to Russian FSB sources, 
Ukraine’s ports are being mined to prevent food exports. They have caused 
shortages of baby food, chicken, eggs, etc. 

For example, a factory in Kingston, Ontario, which received $225 million 
in taxpayer money, is sending all the baby food it produces to China, while 
Canadian parents are struggling to find it. 
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Canada also staged a massive train derailment involving 43 CP Rail cars 
carrying potash. 

https://twitter.com/rawsalerts/ 
Potash is a chemical used as fertilizer, and fertilizer, of course, is something 
that is currently in great short supply. This kind of bandwagon sabotage is 
something the Rockefeller family has done many times. 

Rest assured, however, that these criminals will be hunted down and their 
defeat is inevitable. 

The only question is what will follow. We don’t know, but the people of 
the secret space program insist that there will be an event never seen 
before in the history of mankind. 

So, let’s take a look at the latest from the Project Blue Ray people. 

The first is a very clear UFO that was recently filmed in Antarctica. 

People connected to Antarctica claim that there is some kind of portal to 
other dimensions there. “James Forrestal, the first U.S. Secretary of 
Defense, was pushed (whoops, I mean jumped) out of the hospital in 
Bethesda in 1949 because he knew too much about Antarctica and its 
secrets,” says a U.S. intelligence program source. 

Speaking of portals, here’s a video taken at a hospital in Thailand that 
shows a giant portal that appears to be connected to the sun. 

Finally, a photo of three huge towers “supposedly” discovered on Mars. 
They are about 1000 meters high. The NASA images of the Red Planet are 
strong evidence of the existence of aliens, says the source. 

At least we can say that the secret controllers are planning some kind of 
spectacular space show. If it’s real, we’ll all soon be buying flying saucers 
instead of cars. Stay tuned. 

End 

https://twitter.com/rawsalerts/


 

 
 

 


